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Don’t let it
get away
Air fleeing your house allows heat to
escape and increases your energy use.
When it’s cold outside, drafty windows or
doors can work against you. But you can
fight back, keeping that winter chill out
where it belongs, all while saving energy.
To check for drafts, run your wet fingertips
around a door or window frame. Or, hold
up a tissue to see if it waves.
Once you’ve identified the culprit, seal
those leaks. Caulking is the right tool for
the job between non-moving parts, like
a window frame and the wall. Weather
stripping goes next to moving parts, such
as a door and its frame.
Consider having drafty windows replaced.
This will reduce energy consumption
and increase the value and beauty of
your home.
Look for more energy efficiency tips at
myavista.com/advice.

New beginnings for the
New Year
The North Monroe Renaissance is upon us. Specifically, we’re talking about
the section between Northwest Boulevard and the winding hill that heads north to
Garland. A stroll through these blocks reveals a vastly different scene than the place
we used to know.
Before the recently completed renovation, four lanes of bustling traffic zipped
through this nine-block stretch. It made life good for commuters but hazardous for
pedestrians, bicyclists, and anyone trying to park a car. Sidewalks were narrow and
there weren’t enough well-lit crosswalks. Storefronts were dated. But a latent vitality
was just waiting to be discovered.
The community stepped forward with solutions. A vision was presented, and The
North Monroe Project was born into existence. Beginning in April of 2018, work
began to tear up the asphalt, wrapping up in September.
When the area reopened, it revealed a vision of Monroe that was once difficult to
see. Rather than four lanes, there are now two. The speed limit has decreased. The
street is calmer, safer, and more inviting. With less room dedicated to cars, there’s
more room for wider sidewalks. There are new trees and storefronts have been
spruced up. There are more parking spots, and bigger ones at that.
Perhaps most exciting of all, these changes have led to an extremely vibrant business
community. A quick check of MeetOnMontroe.com reveals four eateries, several
bars, some contemporary fashion stores, and some of the city’s best antique and
vintage shops.
Like the fabulous Garland and Perry districts, North Monroe now has a vibe. It
has character. It has curious customers and energetic entrepreneurs. It feels like a
neighborhood instead of a thoroughfare.
Way to go, Spokane.
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Project Share, helping a neighbor in need
When one is in the middle of a crisis, it is hard to know where to turn for help. That is
the situation that one of our customers found themselves in recently. While the household was
welcoming a new baby, they were faced with the difficult circumstances of a vehicle accident
and job loss. Having colder weather on the horizon and a home that had been without power
for three weeks, the customer turned to Avista.
Our Call Center Representative referred our customer to their local community action agency,
SNAP (Spokane Neighborhood Action Partners) for assistance — with that help the family was
able to get services restored just in time before the temperature dropped and the early snowfall.
This family had never accessed assistance benefits before; they weren’t aware that help was
available.
Avista customers, employees and corporate donations are what made that help possible
through Project Share — a community fund that seeks to stabilize a household through
hardship. Collectively, each of our giving helped approximately 2,000 households in
Washington, Idaho, and Oregon last year.
Giving is easy. One hundred percent of the funds collected by Avista are passed to the Project
Share fund. For those who would like to make direct donations to the program, please visit:
givetoprojectshare.org.
Check out myavista.com/assistance, if you would like to learn about energy assistance in
your area.
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Out of sight, out of mind
Don’t forget to keep your gas meter free from debris.

It’s a phrase that could refer to the jar of
half-used pasta sauce buried in the back
of the fridge. Or maybe the exercise bike
in the basement you haven’t actually seen
since around 2012. Not that we don’t
care about refrigerator hygiene and cardio
workouts, but it won’t surprise you to
know that we’re most concerned with gas
meter safety.
When it comes to your gas meter, keep
in mind that Avista will need access to it
for periodic readings and maintenance.
And in case of an emergency, we’ll need
immediate access to the shutoff valve.
With these things in mind, take a look
at your meter with fresh eyes. Is there
anything in the way? Are there plants or
flowers hiding the dials? Is debris gathered
around it? In the winter, is it buried under
six inches of snow? If the answer is yes

to any of these, help us out by carefully
removing these obstacles.
While we’re talking about the meter, we’ll
also ask that you never lean objects against
it, place objects on top of it, or build anything
(like a deck) above it.
Finally, be careful when operating a vehicle
near your meter. It can be relatively easy to
forget about and accidentally back into it,
which would result in a dangerous situation.
Beyond these simple steps, Avista will
take care of everything else, like periodic
maintenance.
Out of sight, out of mind is a cliché for a
good reason: it’s how our human brains tend
to work. But when it comes to the natural
gas meter on your property, it’s best to keep
it in mind, even when it’s out of sight.
Visit myavista.com/resngsafety for more
information.
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